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Experian’s affordability check provides new insight to gaming
companies to assist in preventing customers gambling beyond
their means
UK, 24 January 2019: Experian is today launching the first affordability check for gaming websites, which will assist
in ensuring people gamble affordably. The affordability check can be made at the most appropriate point for
customers, such as when there is a change in their account behaviour or specific behaviour may indicate an
increased risk.

A total of £5.4 billion was gambled remotely, mostly online, in the UK in the year to March 2018 . Until now, gaming
organisations have been unable to take in to account what people can afford to stake. A modest wager for one
customer could be an entire month’s disposable income for another.

Once a customer has given their permission, Experian’s Open Banking service allows gaming companies to
understand a person’s disposable income, their weekly income and expenditure, and how much they spend with
other gambling websites. The Rank Group (Rank) is one such operator keen to explore the benefits Experian’s
Open Banking service may deliver in terms of better understanding and managing customer risk. Rank will embark
upon a proof-of-concept trial of the service, launching in the next few weeks.

Gaming companies may also work with specific customers to assist in setting rules whereby customers only spend
what they can afford to, limiting the risk of gambling related harm. Customers can be automatically accepted,
declined or referred to their in-house responsible gambling team to help manage their spending.

The FCA granted Experian permission to offer Open Banking and PSD2-related services in June. With a customer’s
consent, Experian can use current account information to help organisations understand which products and
services will be most suitable.

Tom Blacksell, Managing Director of B2B at Experian, said: “Innovative Open Banking services can help the gaming
industry to protect its customers from problem gambling. People who choose to share data can prove they are
gambling at a level they can afford, while gaming companies can meet their responsibilities to keep customers safe.

“Experian is already in discussions with a handful of the biggest gaming companies in the UK, who can see the
importance of this affordability check. It is one of many new services we are working on to bring the benefits of data
sharing to businesses and their customers.”

Rank’s Director of Customer Diligence, Rory Howard, commented: “Rank Group welcomes this initiative. It’s a
fantastic opportunity for gaming organisations to work collaboratively with an organisation such as Experian which
is licensed to use Open Banking. The automated exchange of data in association with advanced analytics will
enable us to help our customers gamble within their means.”

ENDS

Notes to editors:

Gambling Commission statistic – the total gross gambling yield for the remote sector was £5.4 billion between
April 2017 and March 2018.

Media contact:

Ade O’Connor, Senior PR Manager, Corporate & Business, UK&I, Experian
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https://www.gamblingcommission.gov.uk/news-action-and-statistics/Statistics-and-research/Statistics/Gambling-key-facts.aspx
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About Experian

Experian® is the world’s leading global information services company. During life’s big moments – from buying a
home or a car, to sending a child to college, to growing a business by connecting with new customers – we
empower consumers and our clients to manage their data with confidence. We help individuals to take financial
control and access financial services, businesses to make smarter decisions and thrive, lenders to lend more
responsibly, and organisations to prevent identity fraud and crime.

We have 16,000 people operating across 37 countries and every day we’re investing in new technologies, talented
people and innovation to help all our clients maximise every opportunity.  We are listed on the London Stock
Exchange (EXPN) and are a constituent of the FTSE 100 Index. Learn more at www.experianplc.com or visit our
global content hub at our global news blog for the latest news and insights from the company.

About Rank

The Rank Group has been entertaining Britain since 1937, from its origins in motion pictures to today's gaming
based entertainment brands.  Over the course of more than three-quarters of a century, Rank has entertained many
millions of customers in Britain and around the world.  Its story is one of iconic brands and talented people with a
mission to entertain.

Rank’s operations principally comprise:

Grosvenor Casinos – The UK’s largest multi-channel casino operator.  53 casinos in Great Britain; one in
Belgium; and a digital offering via grosvenorcasinos.com

Mecca – Rank’s multi-channel community-based gaming brand for the British market.  82 bingo clubs in Great
Britain and a digital offering via meccabingo.com

Enracha – Rank’s community-based gaming business for the Spanish market.  Nine bingo clubs in Spain and a
digital offering via Enracha.es

For more information about The Rank Group Plc, visit www.rank.com
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